Trends. The Crash of Swissair Flight 111: Amidst the Tragedy, the Virtue of Virtual Realities

Editor
A social psychological note on the Swissair tragedy: Relatives of victims of previous air fatalities have expressed commiseration with the relatives of the current victims. For example, some relatives of victims of the TWA Flight 800 tragedy have made plans to travel to Halifax to directly offer emotional support and solace. As at least one relative of a TWA Flight 800 victim has noted, loneliness, confusion, and isolation are just some of the reactions to an air tragedy. And these and other reactions help mark what is a virtual community: a community of relatives of victims of air fatalities throughout the world, a community whose members rarely meet.

The awareness of virtual communities seems to be an element of human consciousness. These communities have comprised and do comprise various groupings of people, people and God(s), people and spirits, and aspects of the self. It seems as if virtual communities far outdate the same-named concept delineated by virtual reality technology (VRT). In fact, the development of virtual communities may best characterize intrapsychic development and be a sine qua non for the development of social, cultural, and national identities.